and f(x 9 t) = t (fi(x, t) 9 •••, fx(x, t)) are arbitrary holomorphic func-
Recently, Professor S. Mizohata [5] obtained a necessary condition for L to be Kowalevskian at the origin. And the author proved that in the case of N = l, L is Kowalevskian at the origin if and only if order P(x, *;9*)<1 in 0 ( [4] ).
In the case of single equations, necessary conditions were obtained by S. Mizohata [6] and K. Kitagawa and T. Sadamatsu [3] . But we have not detailed condition for the system L to be Kowalevskian. So we shall give a necessary condition for the Kowalevskian systems (see Theorem 1) and in the case of n -\ we shall obtain a necessary and sufficient condition (see Theorems 2 and 3).
As professor S. Mizohata pointed out in his paper, it is impossible of using the characteristis polynomial of L in order to characterize the Kowalevskian systems in the case of variable coefficients. Therefore in this article, we shall apply the idea of Volevic.
Now let us remember the definition of order of operator P (x, t \ d x )
-(Ptj)i,j=i t -,tf i n tne sense °f Volevic. In the following, order P denotes the order of P in the sense of Volevic. Then applying the following Lemma of Volevic, if p = order P, then there exists a system of rational numbers {^}fLi such that (1.6) order p if (x 9 t',d x )<t t -tj + p for any i 9 j = l 9 -.,N.
We shall say such a system of rational numbers {^}f = i an admissible system of P. Let p tj be the homogeneous part of degree ti -tj + p of Pij. Then P(x 9 t; 9^) = (ptj) is said the principal part of P in Volevic's sense. Let us remark that P depends on the choice of admissible system, but its characteristic polynomial does not depend on the choice of admissible system.
Lemma of Volevic.
Suppose that (r o In fact, such a system of numbers is obtained as follows: Let t 1 (resp. e@) be given arbitrary. 
m->oo
But we can prove it only in the case 7z = l. 
Then there exists an operator J(x\d x ) ofNxN matrix satisfying the conditions (i) and (if) in Theorem 2 and if -we put P Q (x,d x ) as the principal part of J~1PJ ? then it holds that order J~1PJ = q and PO(X Q) Co) has non-zero characteristic roots for some (x Qy
At the end we shall give a local uniqueness theorem. In general, the domain of existence of the solution of the Cauchy problem depends on Cauchy data, but concerning this we have
]). Let L be Kowalevskian at the origin and let H(& x ) be the set of holomorphic functions in & x , -where

Oej^ClO*. Then there exists D (d(5) -which depends only on Q x such that the system Lu=Q has holomorphic solution u^H(D) -with
Cauchy data u \ t=Q = U (x) e H (2^) .
Definition 2. 1. P (P -f d t } denotes the operator defined by
P(P + 9«) = P 2 + P t , -where P t is the operator obtained by differentiating
by t the coefficients of P. In general, P (P -f 9,) m = (P (P + 9,) m~1 ) P Now let us consider the following Cauchy problem,
where 
For the simplicity of the discription, in the following order P^p means T order ptj^ti -tj-i-p for any i 9 j 9 where T= {^} Let feC^ be the eigen vector corresponding to A, i.e., P»(Co)? = ^£. On the other hand, we know that p^>s by the condition in Theorem 1, which implies that the formal solution constructed in the above is not holomorphic in any neighbourhood of the origin. Therefore, it is necessary that all the characteristic values of P S (0,0;C) are zero for any CeC n .
In In order to prove Theorem 2, we prepare some lemmas. Proof. Let p,(x, t; 9,) -(Ai, • • -, PIN} and p*(x, t\ 9,) = '(# iy , ---, p Nj ) be the z"-th row and j-th column vector of P respectively, where P is the principal part of P in Volevic's sense. 
1J
Let J~1LJ = d t I N -P. Then since P = J~1PJ-J~lj t and J~lJ t = J t , it is obvious that order P<order P. If order P -order P, then the principal part P 0 of P with respect to the admissible system T is P 0 (.r, t\ C) = J~1(x 9 t\ QP(X t\ QJ(x, t\ Q. Hence, P 0 (x 9 t\ Q is nilpotent for any (x, t, C) and order p ioJ <t i9 -tj + p 9 (j = 1, 2, • • •, JV) . By the above operations, we can obtain an invertible operator J(x 9 t\ 9^.) of N X N matrix with meromorphic coefficients such that if we put J~1LJ = d t I N -P, then order P <prder P.
At the end, we should remark that if order Q Border P, then there exists a positive constant £ (JV), which depends only on the size N of matrix P, such that order Q<order P -£ (JV). Q.E.D.
Proof of the Necessity in Theorem 2. Now we assume that L is
Kowalevskian at every point in 0 and order P = p^>\, Then P(x,t\£>)
should be nilpotent matrix for any (x 9 t 9 £). Therefore, by Lemma 3. 
where L is Kowalevskian system in Volevic's sense, f (resp. £7) is holomorpic function in a neighbourhood of (.r 0 , *o) (resp. XQ) .
Now assume that radius of convergence of / (resp. C7) does not depend on parameter (x 0 , £ 0 ) (resp. XQ) when (x$ 9 £ 0 ) varies in a compact set. And also assume that f (resp. £7) are uniformly bounded in (X Q , to) (resp. XQ) . Then we can prove that the radius of convergence of the solution u (x, t; x 0 , t 0 ) of (3. 1) -(3. 2) does not depend on (.TO, £ 0 ).
Moreover we can show that solutions u(x, t\ x Qy £") ar e uniformly bounded.
Roughly speaking, sup \u(x,t;x 0 ,t Q )\<C(A + B),
where C is a positive constant depending only on L, sup \f\<A, sup \U\<B. We omit the proof of the above statements, since it seems obvious from the proof of the existence theorem of Cauchy-Kowalevski. Cayley we obtain
It is easy to see that {<z^}}f =1 satisfies the following asymptotic formula.
where T is an admissible r system of P. This shows that 
771-*oo 771-*oo
On the other hand, the inverse inequality is now obvious. Q.E.D. At the end of this section, we shall consider the following example defined in C£f which can not be applied the above method, where C depends only on L.
Under these considerations, we prove our theorem. We remark that if we choose W sufficiently small, then the solutions v (l} corresponding to 0 (i) belong to £f(V c ) for small t 0 . Therefore by
